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About the Workshop

Overview

*Teaching Multicultural Literature: A Workshop for the Middle Grades* explores a wide range of works, instructional strategies, and resources.

In eight one-hour videos, teachers from across the country model approaches that make multicultural literature meaningful for students in grades five to eight. As units unfold over time, students engage in critical discussions of race, class, and social justice that inspire them to take action for change. The featured teachers, along with leading educators, provide reflection and commentary throughout the programs. Authors share information about their writings through interviews and classroom visits.

The Web site supplements the video content with author biographies; synopses of the works; summaries of the video lessons; information on implementing the teaching strategies; student work samples; interviews with authors, teachers, and commentators; annotated bibliographies; and selected short works of literature featured in the workshop. The workshop guide includes discussion questions, activities, assignments, and guidance for facilitating professional development.

Workshop Descriptions

**Workshop 1. Engagement and Dialogue: Julia Alvarez, James McBride, Lensey Namioka, and more**

In New York City, Carol O’Donnell and her seventh-grade students explore themes of multiple worlds and dual identities. They read poetry by Diana Chang and Naomi Shihab Nye; James McBride’s memoir *The Color of Water*; and essays and short stories by Gish Jen, Khoi T. Luu, Lensey Namioka, and Julia Alvarez; and watch Tina Lee perform a monologue. O’Donnell uses historical documents and a documentary video about the U.S. Census to provide context for the works. Through a series of innovative drama, role play, and writing activities, the students examine the social and cultural experiences of the characters and reflect on their own definitions and experiences of identity.

**Workshop 2. Engagement and Dialogue: Judith Ortiz Cofer and Nikki Grimes**

The program begins with a profile of the writer Judith Ortiz Cofer and then moves to Vista, California, where Akiko Morimoto and her eighth-grade students read short stories by Ortiz Cofer. They respond personally to the works, examine the author’s use of figurative language, and then make intertextual connections with books they’ve read throughout the school year. In a culminating project, the students create their own visual symbols to represent the characters and events in the text. They then explore works by Nikki Grimes and examine her craft as a writer. Grimes visits the classroom, answers questions about her work, and attends an after-school reading of student poetry.

**Workshop 3. Research and Discovery: Shirley Sterling and Laura Tohe**

At the Skokomish reservation in Washington State, Sally Brownfield and her eighth-grade students study the literature and issues related to the Indian boarding school program through community involvement and self-examination. Brownfield begins with her students’ questions and supports the students through a cycle of investigation, discussion, presentation, and reflection as they seek answers. The students use Shirley Sterling’s novel *My Name Is Seepeetza* and the poetry of Laura Tohe as lenses through which to explore topics of their choosing. The class visits the Skokomish Tribal Center to interview tribal elders about the impact of the residential boarding program on the community. Author Shirley Sterling visits the class and answers students’ questions related to her novel, her life, and their research topics.
Workshop 4. Research and Discovery: Edwidge Danticat, An Na, Laurence Yep, and more
In Clayton, Missouri, Kathryn Mitchell Pierce’s sixth-grade students read works that explore issues of historical and contemporary immigration. Pierce uses “text sets” of multicultural picture books, poetry, and nonfiction to introduce the students to a wide range of perspectives and to set the stage for their novel study. The students choose, and then discuss in literature groups, novels by An Na, Edwidge Danticat, Walter Dean Myers, Pam Muñoz Ryan, and Laurence Yep. In culminating presentations, they synthesize themes and pose thought-provoking questions that invite others to examine these novels in new ways. This program features author profiles of Laurence Yep and Edwidge Danticat.

Workshop 5. Historical and Cultural Context: Christopher Paul Curtis
Laina Jones and her sixth-grade students in Dorchester, Massachusetts explore The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis. Jones uses nonfiction, documentary film, and historical photographs to contextualize the events in the novel and the civil rights movement. The students make deep connections to the literature through drama, poetry, and creative writing activities. Curtis visits the classroom, addresses questions, and leads the students in a writing workshop. The unit culminates with a service learning project in which the students create children’s books about the civil rights movement and share them with elementary school children.

Workshop 6. Historical and Cultural Context: Langston Hughes and Christopher Moore
Stanlee Brimberg and his seventh-grade students in New York City study the recently discovered African Burial Ground in Manhattan through factual texts, video, art, photography, and poetry. The students interview writer, historian, and documentary filmmaker Christopher Moore to learn more about the experiences of African slaves in early New York. They examine the works of Langston Hughes and drawing on all of the texts, write their own poetry and engage in peer review. As a culminating activity, the students take a field trip to the African Burial Ground Memorial, then design their own postage stamps to commemorate the site.

Workshop 7. Social Justice and Action: Alma Flor Ada, Pam Muñoz Ryan, and Paul Yee
Laura Alvarez and her bilingual fourth- and fifth-grade students in Oakland, California examine different perspectives and experiences of immigrants, and then formulate and defend positions on issues with which they connect personally. They examine My Name Is Maria Isabel by Alma Flor Ada, Esperanza Rising by Pam Muñoz Ryan, and Tales From Gold Mountain by Paul Yee, and compare characters’ hopes, expectations, and actual experiences upon arriving in the United States. The students conduct research, which includes interviews with family members and nonfiction readings. Alma Flor Ada visits the classroom, answers questions about her novel, and facilitates a discussion about social justice and taking action for change. As a culminating project, the students write and revise persuasive letters to raise public awareness about the issues they’ve examined.

Workshop 8. Social Justice and Action: Joseph Bruchac and Francisco Jiménez
This program begins with profiles of the featured authors, then moves to Chicago, Illinois, where Lisa Espinosa’s seventh-grade students explore themes of representation through literature, documentary film, and photography. The students look critically at past and current media depictions of African Americans, Latino/as, and Native Americans, and examine ways in which artists and writers from within those cultural groups, including Joseph Bruchac and Francisco Jiménez, represent themselves. The students analyze the individual works, make comparisons across texts, and make connections to their own lives. In a culminating project, they represent their own experience through black-and-white photography and personal essays. Teachers, family, and community members gather at a local coffeehouse for an exhibit of the students’ work.
Workshop Components

This guide provides everything you need to know to conduct this workshop, either with colleagues or on your own. The workshop consists of activities carried out with your colleagues on-site (Workshop Sessions) and those to do on your own (Between Sessions). See Helpful Hints for Facilitators on p. 4 for more information on preparing for group workshop sessions.

Workshop Sessions (On-Site)

Weekly workshop sessions may be scheduled around live broadcasts; you should plan to begin at least 30 minutes before the scheduled broadcast. You may prefer to pre-record the programs on videocassette and schedule the sessions at a time that is convenient for all participants. Sessions work best when scheduled for a minimum of two hours. Before watching each video, you will engage in a pre-viewing discussion/activity related to the literature. These activities are designed to immerse you in an experience of the literature that is analogous to the way in which the students explore the literature in the video. Following each video, you will discuss the teaching strategies highlighted in the unit.

Each session consists of three parts:

**Getting Ready**
In preparation for watching the program, you will engage in approximately 30 minutes of discussion and activity related to the literature featured in the video.

**Watch the Workshop Video**
Watch the 60-minute video program.

**Going Further**
Wrap up the workshop with an additional 30 minutes of discussion and activity related to the featured teaching strategies.

Between Sessions (On Your Own)

**Homework Assignment**
You will be assigned readings and activities to review ideas presented in the workshop session just completed and to prepare you for the next one.

**Ongoing Activities**
Throughout the workshop, try incorporating the literature and strategies into your classroom instruction. To think about, apply, and extend what you’ve learned:

**Keep a Journal**
In your journal, include thoughts, questions, and discoveries you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

**Visit the Web Site: www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit**
Go online for materials and resources to deepen your understanding of the literature and the teaching practices shown in the workshop.
Use the Online Activity
The Interactive Strategy Workbook is an activity on the Teaching Multicultural Literature Web site that offers you a chance to reflect on the teaching strategies covered in the workshop. The activity features poems by Paula Gunn Allen and Dwight Okita. Read them and consider how you might adapt the teaching strategies to the poems and your students. Save your ideas in the workbook and return to the activity as you proceed through the workshop.

Share Ideas on Channel-Talk
You can subscribe to an email discussion list and communicate with other workshop participants online. To subscribe to Channel-talkmsmultilit, visit:

http://www.learner.org/mailman/listinfo/channel-talkmsmultilit

Helpful Hints for Facilitators

Successful Workshop Sessions
These guidelines will help you conduct successful workshop sessions, particularly the Getting Ready and Going Further segments. These 30-minute, pre- and post-video group discussions will help participants better understand the video programs and enhance the workshop experience. Getting Ready prepares participants to focus on the video programs; Going Further provides the opportunity to analyze and reflect on what they saw.

Designate Responsibilities
Each week, someone should be responsible for facilitating the workshop sessions. This may be a professional facilitator or a volunteer from among the participants, or you may choose to divide and rotate duties among several participants.

Prepare for the Session and Bring the Necessary Materials
The facilitator should review the entire workshop session in this guide, as well as the list of materials needed, prior to arriving for the session. (See p. 5 for the first session's preparation; for all other sessions, see the Homework Assignment from the previous session.) The facilitator will be responsible for bringing enough materials for all the participants, or alerting them about materials they should bring and assignments they should have completed. If you are viewing the programs on videocassette, the facilitator may want to preview them.
Helpful Hints for Facilitators, cont’d.

Before the First Session
You may want to photocopy this guide for all the participants so they can follow along, refer to ideas covered in the session, and have their homework assignments handy. Or, you may direct them to the workshop Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit to print the guide themselves (direct them to Support Materials). Either way, you will want the participants to have the guide prior to the first session, so they will arrive prepared. They should:

• **Review** the entire workshop reading list (in the Appendix; see Support Materials) and purchase the required books or borrow them from the library.

• **Go to the workshop Web site** at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit.

• **Read** the Workshop 1 overview and information about the authors and literature (biographies, synopses, and key references).

• **Read** at least three of the following texts:
  
  *(Note: Those marked with an * are available online in the Workshop 1 Readings at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials.)*

  • “I Want To Be Miss América” by Julia Alvarez
  • “What Means Switch” by Gish Jen*
  • “Family Ties: Exposing the Lighter Side of the Vietnamese American Experience” by Khoi Truong Luu*
  • *The Color of Water* by James McBride
  • “The All-American Slurp” by Lensey Namioka
  • “Half-and-Half” by Naomi Shihab Nye*

• **As you read**, highlight or copy one or two quotations from each text that are meaningful to you. Record any questions that come up.

• **Bring your notes and copies of the Workshop 1 texts** to the first workshop session.

Materials Needed

Participants are asked to read texts and online materials in preparation for each workshop session. A reading list, including ISBNs, is included with each workshop session in this guide. The entire reading list for all eight workshop sessions can be found in the Appendix. Some of the short works featured in the programs are available on the workshop Web site (www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop Readings). See the Homework Assignment for each workshop session to determine what works and/or texts participants will need.
About the Contributors

Classroom Teachers

Laura Alvarez currently teaches a fifth-grade English/Spanish bilingual class at Melrose Elementary School in Oakland, California, where she has taught fourth and fifth grade for four years. Through her research and ongoing classroom inquiry, she is working to make her teaching practice more responsive to students’ academic and linguistic needs in both their primary and second languages. Prior to teaching, Alvarez worked for the Bay Area Coalition of Essential Schools in Oakland.

Stanlee Brimberg teaches seventh-grade literacy and social studies at the Bank Street School for Children in New York City. In addition to teaching, Brimberg has developed curricula for the New York City Department of Education, created classroom resources for the Scribner Literature Series, and written lesson materials for several Web sites. Brimberg has also led teacher education workshops on creating curriculum using primary source materials.

Sally Brownfield has more than 20 years of classroom experience, including teaching at Hood Canal School in Shelton, Washington. She recently taught courses on children’s literature to preservice teachers at Washington State University in Seattle. Brownfield currently provides consulting services to schools on Native American education. She is the author of Motivating Native American Students: Strategies That Work and The Children: A Child Care Curriculum for Young Native Americans.

Lisa Espinosa teaches language arts and science to seventh-graders at the Irma C. Ruiz School, a public school on the south side of Chicago. Espinosa has published articles about her teaching in Rethinking Schools. Additionally, she has lectured at Northeastern University on teaching Mexican American students in urban schools. She has received many awards and honors, including the Oppenheimer Grant for teaching, the Rochelle Lee Award, and a nomination for the Golden Apple Award for excellence.

Laina Jones teaches sixth-grade humanities at The Harbor School, an Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound School in Dorchester, Massachusetts. She serves on The Harbor School Governing Board and is a Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity (SEED) Leader. Jones also coaches the girls’ basketball team, codirects the Girls’ Rites of Passage program, and mentors students from her alma mater, the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Jones was nominated for the Disney Teacher Award.

Akiko Morimoto teaches seventh- and eighth-grade English at Washington Middle School in Vista, California. She is a National Board for Professional Teaching Standards-certified teacher in Early Adolescence English Language Arts. Morimoto currently serves as Vice President of the California Association of Teachers of English. She has served as the Middle Level Representative at Large on the Executive Committee of the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) and cochaired two of NCTE’s national conventions.

Carol O’Donnell is a middle school English teacher and Outreach Director at Manhattan Country School, a K–8 independent school in New York City. O’Donnell has developed curricula founded on multiculturalism, social justice, academic and creative blossoming, and the richness of human identity. In addition, she has served as a Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity (SEED) leader and as cochair of the New York State Association of Independent Schools Diversity Committee.

Kathryn Mitchell Pierce is a sixth-grade literacy and social studies teacher and a writing instructional support specialist at Wydown Middle School in Clayton, Missouri. A former multi-age primary teacher and university faculty member, Pierce has published widely. Her research interests include the role of talk in supporting the learning process, the roles of literature in the curriculum, and the use of literature to promote critical conversations about issues of equity and social justice.
About the Contributors, cont’d.
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Jerome C. Harste, Ph.D., is professor of language education at Indiana University, and has the distinction of being the first Martha Lea and Bill Armstrong Chair in Teacher Education. A strong advocate of classroom-based research, Harste has been working with teachers over multiple years in an effort to collaboratively create the most conducive classroom environments possible for literacy learning. As the result of this work, he has become a spokesperson for literature-based teaching, inquiry-based education, critical literacy, and multiple ways of knowing curriculum. Harste has authored or coauthored numerous professional publications, including Beyond Reading and Writing: Inquiry, Curriculum, and Multiple Ways of Knowing; Supporting Critical Conversations in Classrooms; and Creating Classrooms for Authors: The Reading–Writing Connection. He is a children’s author as well as the past president of the National Conference on Research in Language and Literacy, the National Reading Conference, the Whole Language Umbrella, and the National Council of Teachers of English.
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Workshop 1
Engagement and Dialogue: Julia Alvarez, James McBride, Lensey Namioka, and more

Video Program Overview
In New York City, Carol O’Donnell and her seventh-grade students explore themes of multiple worlds and dual identities. They read poetry by Diana Chang and Naomi Shihab Nye; James McBride’s memoir The Color of Water; and essays and short stories by Gish Jen, Khoi T. Luu, Lensey Namioka, and Julia Alvarez; and watch Tina Lee perform a monologue. O’Donnell uses historical documents and a documentary video about the U.S. Census to provide context for the works. Through a series of innovative drama, role play, and writing activities, the students examine the social and cultural experiences of the characters and reflect on their own definitions and experiences of identity.

Workshop 1 Reading List
(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 1 Readings.)


Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- **Share** your quotations from the texts and discuss your reasons for selecting them.
- **Share** your questions about the texts.
- **Share** your thoughts about the following questions:
  - How do the authors explore identity?
  - What similarities and differences did you notice across the texts you read?
  - How might your students respond to these texts?

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- **Discuss** as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?
  - You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Between Sessions (On Your Own)

Homework Assignment

- Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  - Review Workshop 1 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  - Prepare for Workshop 2 (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    - Read three short stories from Judith Ortiz Cofer’s *An Island Like You* and poems from Nikki Grimes’s *Bronx Masquerade* (available online; see Support Materials, Workshop 2 Readings).
    - As you read, consider how Ortiz Cofer and Grimes reveal character, setting, and theme. Choose a character from one of the texts. Draw or find a picture of a symbol that represents the character and/or the theme.

- Bring your notes and drawings/pictures to the next workshop session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop 2 Reading List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at <a href="http://www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit">www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit</a>; see Support Materials, Workshop 2 Readings.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ongoing Activities

- In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

- Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

- Share ideas on Channel-Talk.
Workshop 2

Engagement and Dialogue:
Judith Ortiz Cofer
and Nikki Grimes

Video Program Overview
The program begins with a profile of the writer Judith Ortiz Cofer and then moves to Vista, California, where Akiko Morimoto and her eighth-grade students read short stories by Ortiz Cofer. They respond personally to the works, examine the author’s use of figurative language, and then make intertextual connections with books they’ve read throughout the school year. In a culminating project, the students create their own visual symbols to represent the characters and events in the text. They then explore works by Nikki Grimes and examine her craft as a writer. Grimes visits the classroom, answers questions about her work, and attends an after-school reading of student poetry.

Workshop 2 Reading List
(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 2 Readings.)


Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Divide into small groups of three or four people.
- **Share** your observations of how Ortiz Cofer and Grimes reveal character, setting, and theme.
- **Share** your drawing or picture with the group.
- **Describe** how you came up with your symbols. How did your visual representation deepen your understanding of character and/or theme? How might your responses be similar to or different from those of your students?

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- **Discuss** as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?
  - You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Between Sessions (On Your Own)

Homework Assignment

- Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  - Review Workshop 2 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  - Prepare for Workshop 3 (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    - Print the K/W/L chart (available online; see Support Materials, Workshop 3 Readings).
    - Before you read the literature and the online materials, fill in two sections of the K/W/L chart: What do I know (or think I know) about the literature, authors, and Indian boarding schools? What do I want to know (or need to know) about the literature, authors, and Indian boarding schools? Then complete the readings. As you read, notice which of your questions are addressed.
    - Read "The Names" by Laura Tohe (available online; see Support Materials, Workshop 3 Readings).
    - Read My Name Is Seepeetza by Shirley Sterling.
    - After you have read the literature and the online information, fill in the third column of the K/W/L chart: What have I learned about the literature, authors, and Indian boarding schools? Add any new questions you may have to the second column: What do I want to know (or need to know) about the literature, authors, and Indian boarding schools? If you were going to do a research project on Indian boarding schools, what question/topic might you choose?
  - Bring your texts and your K/W/L chart to the next workshop session.

Workshop 3 Reading List

(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 3 Readings.)


Ongoing Activities

- In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

- Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

- Share ideas on Channel-Talk.
Workshop 3
Research and Discovery:
Shirley Sterling
and Laura Tohe

Video Program Overview
At the Skokomish reservation in Washington State, Sally Brownfield and her eighth-grade students study the literature and issues related to the Indian boarding school program through community involvement and self-examination. Brownfield begins with her students’ questions and supports the students through a cycle of investigation, discussion, presentation, and reflection as they seek answers. The students use Shirley Sterling’s novel *My Name Is Seepeetza* and the poetry of Laura Tohe as lenses through which to explore topics of their choosing. The class visits the Skokomish Tribal Center to interview tribal elders about the impact of the residential boarding program on the community. Author Shirley Sterling visits the class and answers students’ questions related to her novel, her life, and their research topics.

Workshop 3 Reading List
(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 3 Readings.)


Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Divide into small groups of three or four people.
- **Share** your K/W/L chart. Notice similarities and differences among your charts.
- **Share** any new questions you have about the literature and Indian boarding schools.
- **Share** your thoughts about the following questions:
  - If you were going to do a research project on Indian boarding schools, what question/topic might you choose?
  - How do Seepeetza’s experiences at her home contrast with her experiences at the Indian boarding school?
  - How does Laura Tohe’s poem, “The Names,” relate to Shirley Sterling’s *My Name Is Seepeetza*?

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- **Discuss** as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?
  - You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Between Sessions (On Your Own)

Homework Assignment

• Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  • Review Workshop 3 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  • Prepare for Workshop 4 (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    • Choose one of the following texts to read for the next workshop session:
      • Behind the Mountains by Edwidge Danticat
      • At Her Majesty’s Request by Walter Dean Myers
      • A Step From Heaven by An Na
      • Esperanza Rising by Pam Muñoz Ryan
      • Dragon’s Gate by Laurence Yep
    • As you read the literature and the online materials, take note of any questions that arise. What more would you like to know about the author and the literature?
    • What questions do you have about the historical, cultural, or political context of the novel? How might you investigate these questions?
    • Read “Where I’m From” by George Ella Lyon (available online; see Support Materials, Workshop 4 Readings). Using the poetic structure of “Where I’m From,” write a poem from the point of view of the protagonist. Take note of the protagonist’s experiences before and after immigrating. What were some of the social and cultural experiences that made it difficult to leave his or her country of origin?

• Bring your texts, notes, and poem to the next session.

Workshop 4 Reading List

(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 4 Readings.)


Between Sessions (On Your Own), cont’d.

Ongoing Activities

- In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

- Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

- Share ideas on Channel-Talk.

Notes
Workshop 4
Research and Discovery: Edwidge Danticat, An Na, Laurence Yep, and more

Video Program Overview
In Clayton, Missouri, Kathryn Mitchell Pierce's sixth-grade students read works that explore issues of historical and contemporary immigration. Pierce uses "text sets" of multicultural picture books, poetry, and nonfiction to introduce the students to a wide range of perspectives and to set the stage for their novel study. The students choose, and then discuss in literature groups, novels by An Na, Edwidge Danticat, Walter Dean Myers, Pam Muñoz Ryan, and Laurence Yep. In culminating presentations, they synthesize themes and pose thought-provoking questions that invite others to examine these novels in new ways. This program features author profiles of Laurence Yep and Edwidge Danticat.

Workshop 4 Reading List
(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 4 Readings.)


Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Work in pairs or small groups. You may wish to work with those who’ve read the same novel.
- **Share** your thoughts about the following questions.
  - What challenges did the protagonist in your novel face before and after immigrating?
  - What are the major themes in the novel?
- **Share** your “Where I’m From” poem.
  - What questions do you have about the historical, cultural, or political context of the novel? How might you investigate these questions?
- If time permits, **share** your small-group discussions and poem with the entire group.

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- **Discuss** as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?
  - You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Between Sessions (On Your Own)

Homework Assignment

• Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  • Review Workshop 4 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  • Prepare for Workshop 5 (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    • Read *The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963* by Christopher Paul Curtis.
    • As you read, consider the following questions:
      • What are the themes in this novel?
      • Author Christopher Paul Curtis notes that *The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963* is a story about a family, but it is set in a particular historical context. In what ways does Curtis infuse history throughout the novel?
      • What questions do you have about the historical and cultural context of this novel?

Workshop 5 Reading List


Ongoing Activities

• In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

• Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

• Share ideas on Channel-Talk.
Workshop 5
Historical and Cultural Context: Christopher Paul Curtis

Video Program Overview
Laina Jones and her sixth-grade students in Dorchester, Massachusetts explore The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis. Jones uses nonfiction, documentary film, and historical photographs to contextualize the events in the novel and the civil rights movement. The students make deep connections to the literature through drama, poetry, and creative writing activities. Curtis visits the classroom, addresses questions, and leads the students in a writing workshop. The unit culminates with a service learning project in which the students create children’s books about the civil rights movement and share them with elementary school children.

Workshop 5 Reading List
Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Discuss the following questions.
  - What are the themes of *The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963*?
  - In what ways does Christopher Paul Curtis infuse history throughout the novel?
  - What questions do you have about the historical and cultural context of this novel?

- Divide into small groups of three or four people.
  - Brainstorm some of the landmark events in the civil rights movement. (The list may include Supreme Court decisions, examples of peaceful mass demonstrations, and examples of courage on the part of individuals or small groups of people.)
  - Discuss some ways *The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963* might be used to engage students in learning about the civil rights movement. What other sources, including fiction and nonfiction works, primary sources, and video documentaries, might you use to steep your students in the context of that era?

- Share your group's thoughts with the rest of the participants.

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- Discuss as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach *The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963*, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the work?

- You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Between Sessions (On Your Own)

Homework Assignment

- Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  - Review Workshop 5 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  - Prepare for Workshop 6 (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    - As you read, note your impressions of the Hughes poems.
    - Use Breaking Ground, Breaking Silence to describe the everyday lives of Africans in early New York. What were their spiritual beliefs? What was the physical reality of life for the men, women, and children?
  - Bring your notes, questions, and texts to the next workshop session.

Workshop 6 Reading List

(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 6 Readings.)


Ongoing Activities

- In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

- Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

- Share ideas on Channel-Talk.
Workshop 6

Historical and Cultural Context:
Langston Hughes and Christopher Moore

Video Program Overview
Stanlee Brimberg and his seventh-grade students in New York City study the recently discovered African Burial Ground in Manhattan through factual texts, video, art, photography, and poetry. The students interview writer, historian, and documentary filmmaker Christopher Moore to learn more about the experiences of African slaves in early New York. They examine the works of Langston Hughes and drawing on all of the texts, write their own poetry and engage in peer review. As a culminating activity, the students take a field trip to the African Burial Ground Memorial, then design their own postage stamps to commemorate the site.

Workshop 6 Reading List
(Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; see Support Materials, Workshop 6 Readings.)


Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Divide into small groups of three or four people.
- **Read** aloud the Langston Hughes poem that most appeals to you.
- **Share** your reasons for selecting the poem.
- **Share** your notes on *Breaking Ground, Breaking Silence*. Discuss the lives of Africans in early New York. What were their spiritual beliefs? What was the physical reality of life for the men, women, and children?
- What connections can you make between the poetry of Langston Hughes and the African Burial Ground?

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- **Discuss** as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?
- You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Homework Assignment

- **Go to the Web site** at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  - **Review Workshop 6** (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  - **Prepare for Workshop 7** (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    - Read *My Name Is María Isabel* by Alma Flor Ada. Also read one or both of the following: *Tales From Gold Mountain: Stories of the Chinese in the New World* by Paul Yee and *Esperanza Rising* by Pam Muñoz Ryan.
    - As you read, take note of the protagonists’ expectations of life in the United States. What were the realities they found when they arrived? Make a list of social justice issues explored in the texts. Consider how these problems persist in society today.
  - Bring your notes, questions, and texts to the next workshop session.

### Workshop 7 Reading List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ada, Alma Flor</td>
<td><em>My Name Is María Isabel</em></td>
<td>New York: Aladdin Paperbacks, 1993</td>
<td>068980217X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muñoz Ryan, Pam</td>
<td><em>Esperanza Rising</em></td>
<td>New York: Scholastic, 2000</td>
<td>043912042X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee, Paul</td>
<td><em>Tales From Gold Mountain: Stories of the Chinese in the New World</em></td>
<td>Toronto, Ont.: Groundwood Books/Douglas and McIntyre, 1989</td>
<td>0888990987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ongoing Activities

- **In your journal**, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

- **Online**, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

- **Share ideas** on Channel-Talk.
Workshop 7

Social Justice and Action:
Alma Flor Ada,
Pam Muñoz Ryan,
and Paul Yee

Video Program Overview
Laura Alvarez and her bilingual fourth- and fifth-grade students in Oakland, California examine different perspectives and experiences of immigrants, and then formulate and defend positions on issues with which they connect personally. They examine *My Name Is María Isabel* by Alma Flor Ada, *Esperanza Rising* by Pam Muñoz Ryan, and *Tales From Gold Mountain* by Paul Yee, and compare characters’ hopes, expectations, and actual experiences upon arriving in the United States. The students conduct research, which includes interviews with family members and nonfiction readings. Alma Flor Ada visits the classroom, answers questions about her novel, and facilitates discussion about social justice and taking action for change. As a culminating project, the students write and revise persuasive letters to raise public awareness about the issues they’ve examined.

Workshop 7 Reading List


Workshop Session (On-Site)

Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Divide into pairs or small groups of three or four people. Work with those who've read different texts.
- **Summarize** the text(s) you read for your group.
- **Share** your thoughts about the following questions:
  - What were the protagonists’ expectations of life in the United States? What were the realities they found when they arrived?
  - To what degree were the social justice issues similar and/or different across the texts?
  - How do the challenges facing the characters in these texts reflect society today?
  - How might your students’ responses to these texts and issues be similar to or different from your responses?

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- **Discuss** as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?
  - You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Between Sessions (On Your Own)

Homework Assignment

- Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  - Review Workshop 7 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).
  - Prepare for Workshop 8 (preview the overview and information about the authors and literature).
    - Read *The Heart of a Chief* by Joseph Bruchac and *The Circuit* by Francisco Jiménez.
    - As you read, keep a double-entry journal. Divide each page into two columns. In the left column, write several quotations from the texts that are meaningful to you. In the right column, write your connections to and/or questions about the quotations.
- Bring the texts and your journal entries to the next workshop session.

Workshop 8 Reading List


Ongoing Activities

- In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.
- Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.
- Share ideas on Channel-Talk.
Workshop 8
Social Justice and Action:
Joseph Bruchac and Francisco Jiménez

Video Program Overview
This program begins with profiles of the featured authors, then moves to Chicago, Illinois, where Lisa Espinosa's seventh-grade students explore themes of representation through literature, documentary film, and photography. The students look critically at past and current media depictions of African Americans, Latino/as, and Native Americans, and examine ways in which artists and writers from within those cultural groups, including Joseph Bruchac and Francisco Jiménez, represent themselves. The students analyze the individual works, make comparisons across texts, and make connections to their own lives. In a culminating project, they represent their own experience through black-and-white photography and personal essays. Teachers, family, and community members gather at a local coffeehouse for an exhibit of the students' work.

Workshop 8 Reading List
Getting Ready (30 minutes)

- Divide into pairs or small groups of three or four people.
- Share your double-entry journal.
- Share your thoughts about the following questions:
  - What are the common themes in *The Heart of a Chief* and *The Circuit*?
  - How do the authors present the issue of misrepresentation and/or self-representation?
  - How does the double-entry journal enable you to have a “conversation” with the text?
  - How would you help your students explore the social justice issues in these texts?

Watch the Workshop Video (approximately 60 minutes)

Going Further (30 minutes)

- Discuss as many questions as time permits.
  - How did the combination of strategies and activities help the students understand the literature?
  - Which activities/strategies are you most interested in trying in your own class? What modifications would you make?
  - How did the teacher create a learning environment that promotes collaboration and respect for others’ ideas?
  - How did the strategies help build students’ language arts skills?
  - If you were to teach any of the featured literature, what resources, authors, and/or experts from your community might you use to help build students’ background knowledge and contextualize the works?

- You may want to continue to explore these questions further in your journal and to share your ideas on Channel-Talk.
Wrap Up (On Your Own)

Final Assignment

- Go to the Web site at www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit and:
  - Review Workshop 8 (overview, information about the authors and literature, teaching strategies, video summaries, commentary, student work, and resources).

Ongoing Activities

- In your journal, include thoughts, ideas, or questions you have as you review the online materials and reflect on the workshop. Note how your participation in the workshop session influenced you as a learner and as a teacher.

- Online, click on the Interactive Strategy Workbook. In this activity, you can read two poems and reflect on the teaching strategies featured in this workshop.

- Share ideas on Channel-Talk.
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Notes on Teaching Multicultural Literature

Multicultural Literature

In the broadest sense, “multicultural literature” can refer to works that deal with issues of race, gender, class, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, and nationality. This workshop features literature by and about North American authors of color.

Pedagogy

Throughout the eight-part workshop, teachers draw on a range of pedagogical approaches and strategies. While these frequently overlap, workshops are organized in pairs, highlighting the featured approach.

Workshops 1 and 2: Engagement and Dialogue

In these workshops, students reflect on and share their personal responses to the literature. Teachers facilitate questions and conversations, challenging students to build on their initial reactions to develop a more complete understanding of the works, their social contexts, and the author’s craft.

Workshops 3 and 4: Research and Discovery

These workshops highlight an inquiry-based approach to teaching. Students take the lead in determining the projects they will take on, how and what they will investigate, and how they will present what they’ve learned.

Workshops 5 and 6: Historical and Cultural Context

These workshops emphasize exploration of historical and cultural context as a way to promote deeper understanding of the literature. They feature activities with strong interdisciplinary connections.

Workshops 7 and 8: Social Justice and Action

In these workshops, teachers use the literature to prompt students to examine issues of social justice. Related activities help students recognize the power of their voices and their roles as active citizens who can effect change.

Standards

Each workshop reflects the Standards for the English Language Arts as outlined by the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) and the International Reading Association (IRA).

Visiting Authors and Community Members

Many of the programs feature visiting authors, experts, and/or community members. Inviting guests into the classroom is important in any curriculum, but it is especially powerful when teaching multicultural literature. To facilitate this, teachers may want to check with department chairs, librarians, or curriculum coordinators to find out about local writers-in-residence. Teachers can also check with local bookstores, public libraries, and universities to find out about readings by visiting authors. Another option to consider is sharing a writer’s travel costs with a nearby school. As an alternative, teachers might bring videos of author interviews—from this series or other sources—into the classroom.
The Expanding Canon: Teaching Multicultural Literature in High School

The Expanding Canon: Teaching Multicultural Literature in High School is a workshop that highlights literature and teaching strategies that may be of interest to middle grade teachers. Although mature themes or challenging vocabulary may make some of the featured works inappropriate for students in grades five through eight, a number of them are suitable for skilled readers. Many of the pedagogical strategies can be effective with younger students as well. For more information, please go to www.learner.org or call 1-800-LEARNER.
Workshop Reading List

Works on the following list are required readings, except where noted; for some workshop sessions, you will select from among the readings as indicated below.

Works marked with an * are sources for materials available online in the Readings (www.learner.org/channel/workshops/msmultilit; go to “Support Materials”).

Workshop 1
Read at least three of the following texts:


Workshop 2


Workshop 3


Workshop 4
Read one of the following novels:


and:

Workshop Reading List, cont’d.

Workshop 5

Workshop 6


Workshop 7
Read:

and at least one of the following:


Workshop 8

Credits

Video Production Credits

Senior Producer
Suzanne Rose

Producers
Naomi Edelson
Arash Hoda

Program Producer
Michelle Chen

Lead Content Advisors
Dale Allender
Beverly Ann Chin

Project Officers, Annenberg/CPB
Deborah Batiste
Peter M. Neal

Camera
Greg Barna

Additional Camera
Arash Hoda
Michael Pruitt-Bruun

Editors
Geoffrey Richman
Mark Sutton
Kerry Soloway
Mary Ann Toman

Logo and Graphic Design
B.T. Whitehill

Music Composed by
Julian Harris

Project Manager
Rehka Menon

Sound Engineers
Mark Cochi
John Duvall
Gilles Morin
Michael Pruitt-Bruun
Conrad Slater
Andreas Wagner

Assistant Editors
Georgina Aymerich
Damian Baskette
Stacey Douglass

Production Assistant
Sapna Mehta

Production Interns
Nadia Bautista
Shamim Mayanja
Pooja Makhijani
Yon Sugiharto

Project Advisory Board
Kylene Beers
Nina L. Floro
Violet Harris
Valerie Kinloch
Pat Mora
Tonya Perry
Maisha Tulivu Fisher
Paula J. Hale
Nicolás Kanellos
Amanda Lifschultz
Michael Pavel
Cheryl Wilson

Special Thanks
Bill Bigelow
Jill Cowan
Chamliss Keith
Katharine Samway
Drew Ward
Beverly Slapin
Jennifer Wilson

Bank Street School for Children, New York, N.Y.
Café Mestizo, Chicago, Ill.
El Museo del Barrio, New York, N.Y.
The Harbor School, Dorchester, Mass.
Hood Canal School District, Shelton, Wash.
Irima Ruiz School, Chicago, Ill.
Kunhardt Productions, Inc.
Manhattan Country School, New York, N.Y.
Melrose Elementary School, Oakland, Calif.
NYU Institute of African-American Affairs and Africana Studies Program
Oyate
The Parish of Trinity Church-St. Paul's Chapel
Paterson Free Public Library, Paterson, N.J.
Riverhead Books
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, Calif.
Santiago High School, Corona, Calif.
The Skokomish Tribal Nation
St. Louis Public Library, St. Louis, Mo.
Teachers College, Columbia University
University of Alabama at Birmingham
U.S. General Services Administration
Washington Middle School, Vista, Calif.
Wydown Middle School, Clayton, Mo.

Executive Producer
Jill Peters

Director of Children’s and Educational Programming
Sandra Sheppard
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## Credits, cont’d.

### Web Site Production Credits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Director/Lead Content Advisor</td>
<td>Beverly Ann Chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Content Advisor</td>
<td>Dale Allender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive and Broadband Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Interactive and Broadband</td>
<td>Anthony Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer</td>
<td>Brian Brunius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Producer</td>
<td>Elizabeth Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML Implementation</td>
<td>Brian Santalone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Director</td>
<td>Sabina Daley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Wilson Gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Technology</td>
<td>Brian Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Web Developer</td>
<td>Ben Chappel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Director</td>
<td>Jill Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Suzanne Rose</td>
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